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One of the main challenges in computational biology
is the revelation and interpretation of the rich
genomic information underlying cancer biology and
to facilitating molecular classification and prediction
of cancers and responses to therapies. Genomic
sequencing and gene expression technologies have
been widely recognized as vital approaches to
modern drug design and disease classification. With
the recent advances in DNA microarray technologies, it has become possible to measure the expression level of thousands of genes simultaneously.
However, the large number of genes together with
the complexity of gene expression patterns and
sequences make interpreting the million of biological
measurements a challenging task. This special issue
showcases various machine learning approaches to
meeting this challenge. The areas in which this
special issue is focusing on can be categorized as
follows.
1. Clustering of gene expression data. Clustering of
gene expression data has been a popular approach
to identifying groups of genes or groups of
samples that exhibit similar expression patterns.
The results of clustering have a wide range of
applications, including disease diagnoses, gene

identification and discovery, etc. In BTeng and
Chan, Discovering Biclusters by Iteratively Sorting with Weighted Correlation Coefficient in
Gene Expression Data,^ a framework for biclustering gene expression profiles is proposed. The
biclustering algorithm alternatively sorts the
genes and conditions using dominant sets, resulting in multiple overlapping biclusters at the end
of the iterative process. A new criterion for
measuring the homogeneity of biclusters is also
proposed. In BLam et al., A Regularized Clustering Algorithm Based on Calculus of Variations,^
the descent direction of the l2m fuzzy C-means
algorithm is constrained via calculus of variations
in order to avoid trapping in local minima during
the clustering process.
2. Gene selection. A microarray gene expression
matrix typically contains thousands of genes but
only tens or hundreds of samples. Classification
of the samples using all of the genes as features
will likely be hampered by the curse of dimensionality problem. Fortunately, only a small
number of genes are informative for classification. Therefore, it is imperative to derive a
criterion for selecting the most informative set
of genes. In the paper BEffective Gene Selection

Method using Bayesian Discriminant Based Criterion and Genetic Algorithms,^ Gan et al.
propose a new gene selection criterion based on
the concept of Bayesian discriminant.
3. Spot Segmentation. The reliability of clinical
applications of microarrays depends on the accuracy
of the gene expression level extracted from the spots
on the microarrays, which in turn relies on the
accuracy of spot segmentation. In BA Comparison
of Fuzzy Clustering Approaches for Quantification
of Microarray Gene Expression,^ Wang et al.
propose a fuzzy-clustering spot-segmentation
method that can handle array spots with complex
shapes such as donuts and scratches.
4. Dynamic of gene expression. Understanding the
dynamic processes of gene expression can help
optimize biological process for the biotech industry. In BProjecting Gene Expression Trajectories
through Inducing Differential Equations from
Microarray Time Series Experiments,^ Kramer
and Xu describe a method for inferring a
continuous model from discrete gene measurements. The inferred model can help predict
biological pathways, which is essential for many
biological applications.
5. Inferring Gene Networks. Recently there has been
much interest in inferring gene and protein
interaction networks. In the paper BEnhancing
Automatic Construction of Gene Subnetworks by
Integrating Multiple Sources of Information,^
Suwannaroj and Niranjan present an approach to
inferring cellular gene pathways based on the
textual information extracted from literatures.
We are grateful to the authors and reviewers
who contributed to the papers in this special issue.
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